
Minutes of the Bloco Fogo Committee meeting held 
on 8 November 2007 

 

Present: Jo Jones, Kim Fletcher, Roy Wareham, Matt Green, Alex Mann, Phil 
Wond, Leonie Wootton, Bec Smith, Geoff Powers, Richard Parton, Mandy 
Howard 

 

The Bloco Fogo van 

RW has researched options for permanent and removable signwriting. It was 
AGREED that the van should have our logo and some wording as long as this 
would not affect the insurance premium; once this has been confirmed, we will 
decide on the content and design of the signwriting, including how we 
describe ourselves. KF: best to have just our name and website, without a 
phone number. 

The back window should be blocked off for security. Internal fittings should 
include partitioning to make the contents secure and storage for make-up and 
water. Shelving could allow for surdos at the bottom and other drums on top. 
RW will make the partitioning if the band pays for the wood. KF: the van 
should contain everything needed for each gig. 

MG asked if both bands drums would be stored in the van. AM said there may 
be room but not for the costumes as well, and as more drums are bought the 
storage problem will increase. 

The band will pay for the diesel. The potential designated drivers are Leonie, 
Alex, Matt, Richard and Phil. There will be a log book kept in the van to 
specify who has it on which day, for which gig and how much fuel has been 
bought/used. This is necessary in the event of accidents, traffic infringements 
or inappropriate use. 

 

Music/Instruments 

Alex intends to run a 10-week programme of workshops starting in December. 
His only available days are Mondays and possibly Thursdays. These 
workshops should promote bateria and dancer recruitment to the TW band. 
We need to have business cards printed. MH: to contact Sherwood 
Community Centre as the venue. Some interest has already been shown by a 
school in Rusthall, but there may be transport issues. Participants’ bus fares 
could be reimbursed, rather than a subscription charged, if they join the band. 
These workshops are in addition to the intended outreach youth workshops. 
AM: to contact Forum as a venue for these, 5–7 pm on a weekday. AM: to 
supply definitive dates for both programmes. 

 

Rehearsals 

RW raised the issue of our being unable to adhere to the timings that were 
agreed at the AGM. One difficulty is that the Forum often isn’t open at 7.30. 



We will try to stick to clapping starting at 7.30 and drums on at 8. It was 
AGREED that the section rehearsals would be resumed. KF: much time has 
been spent recently in rehearsing with the brass section, so there hasn’t been 
much time to play our other numbers; we also need some slower, more 
relaxed numbers for long gigs. 

Horn section 

AM pointed out that we need to ensure that the bateria plays more quietly 
when the horns come in. KF: the band needs to learn volume control in 
general. LW: we should agree before the gig whether enough horns are 
available (minimum of three) and whether the gig is suitable to include the 
horn section. AM: need to recruit brass players too. KF: the band has 
progressed considerably musically because of the horns, but the bateria must 
make the effort to lean how to play quietly and still sound good. MG: there is a 
tendency to lose the flow when the volume is dropped. RP: there is also a 
tendency to be less accurate when surdo choreography is going on. 

RW: we should monitor way the brass section is working and perhaps supply 
additional funds. This raised the question of the feedback mics the band 
supplied but were not being used. JJ: they are not needed now there are 
stage mics at rehearsals. AM: if they are not being used, they should be sold 
on. 

It was AGREED that the horns would rehearse with the band 2 weeks in every 
month. 

Drum covers 

AM: suggested that the reps and surdos were painted with the band colours, 
rather than having fabric covers. LW: suggested asking another band that had 
taken this route how well it was working. 

 

Selection of players for gigs 

This item resulted from the opportunity Bloco Fogo had been given to play in 
a prestigious venue with a well-known musician. Because of the size of the 
venue and the quality of performance that would be required, it was 
necessary to select a very small band of only the strongest players. 

There had been some disquiet in the band about those that had been 
selected/excluded and also because of perceived secrecy. AM pointed out 
that, though there had been rumour of the opportunity for around a year, 
confirmation of our involvement had been received only very recently, 
allowing little time to keep the band as a whole informed. 

It was established that the committee has appointed Alex’s to choose the 
most appropriate players to represent the band, when this is necessary, 
though it was questioned whether there might be a sufficient standard of 
‘bestness’. Alex and Kim both stressed that this would not be the case in the 
particular circumstances that had caused the present concerns. In discussion, 
committee members had raised the following points: 

 Bloco Fogo is a community band (not a band of specialists) but as such 
there is a huge variation in ability 



 all members of Bloco Fogo should be given the opportunity to represent 
the band, and might prove able if given the chance (and they put in the 
necessary work) 

 if the same strong players are selected each time, others might feel there 
was little point in working to improve their skills 

 if selection is unavoidable, it must not be on the basis of cliques or 
friendships 

 the selection policy should be clear to all band members: secrecy should 
be avoided if at all possible 

It was AGREED that we would continue to take on gigs of this kind. 

RP: one our members should be on the sambistas mailing list to keep track of 
when workshops are coming up, and ensure that they are advertised to the 
band. 

 

AOB: 

Coburg 2007 

KF: still hasn’t had the refund money from the coach company that took us to 
Coburg. RW: set a date and if it hasn’t been received by then, go to the Small 
Claims Court. RW: the Coburg people want publicity material and photos for 
next year. Coach travel seems the most practical way of getting to Coburg, 
but next ear we should book a really good coach for 40. AM: we should 
stipulate that those who wish to go to Coburg must attend rehearsals for a set 
time beforehand. 

Christmas/end of year 

Tunbridge Wells and Maidstone should get together for the last rehearsal 
before Christmas. There should be a Christmas meal or party. We should 
order end of year teeshirts/scarves/some other memento for band members. 

Website 

Teething problems are being ironed out. Dan will be given a gift in thanks for 
his hard work. AM: the animation on the banner circles could be better; he has 
a contact who can improve this. 

Committee structure 

RW: concerned about the growing size of the committee, and whether our 
constitution currently encompasses Maidstone band officers. There should 
perhaps be representatives of the horn section and the dancers. 

The dancers 

Wish to review their costume. 

Questionnaire 

GP: will be circulating a questionnaire to the band to find out what members 
feel have been the positive/negative aspects of the last year etc. He is looking 
for common themes.  



Maidstone band instruments 

PW: a stock of skins is needed so drums can be repaired immediately. It was 
AGREED that skins and sticks should be bought. 

Business cards 

AM: we should get a supply in the near future. 

 

The meeting ended with thanks to Kim and Fiona for their hospitality and the 
fine meal. 

 


